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“You have to shoot the ball with confidence every time you have it. Once the first few go in, the rim just keeps getting
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bigger, and you just keep shooting.” Ben Raichel, Sports

athens
on fire

Taylor welcomes 600
rebecca sexton
c o n tr i b u t o r

Taylor’s admissions office developed a threepart plan that will bring more than 600 visitors
to campus this weekend. Three events, 24 at
Taylor, the Community Life Scholarship (CLS)
interview day and a new parent visit day called
TU 440 will take place Sunday and Monday.
“We are excited,” said Director of Admissions
Amy Barnett. “We could see it as overwhelming,
but instead, this is great for Taylor. It is exciting
that this many people are interested in the school
. . . and want to be a part of what we do on a dayto-day basis. I want us to all see it as encouraging.”
Admissions data shows prospective students
are 75 percent more likely to commit to Taylor if
they visit campus. Barnett encourages Taylor’s
community-oriented student body to interact with
visitors this weekend.
“We have heard over and over again that Taylor’s campus is unique in the way that ‘someone
actually spoke to me on the sidewalk,’ ‘students
were friendly,’ ‘they let us share their table in
the dining commons,’” Barnett said. “While those
things don’t seem to be so important in our day, it
matters so much to a visitor. The normal things
that the Taylor community does, we just want
them to keep doing, and even more so on this
large-scale visit day.”
During 24 at Taylor, prospective students visit
campus for two days of admissions activities and
spend the night in residence halls. This year, 200
high school students are registered, which is more
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Lighthouse
sharing sessions
Students who wish to hear
about their peers’ experiences
on Lighthouse trips can attend
this year’s Lighthouse sharing
sessions throughout the next
two weeks:
2/21 at 8 in
2/22 at 8 in
Republic
2/27 at 7 in
2/28 at 7 in
2/29 at 8 in

MMVA002- Ethiopia
MMVA002- Czech
MMVA002- Paraguay
Stuart room- India
MMVA002- Ecuador

I-69 COLLEGIATE INNOVATION CHALLENGE
Last weekend, Ashley
Crutcher, Joshua Key (1st
Place), David Rupp (3rd
Place), Lauren Sheard (2nd
Place) and Roger Mitchell
competed in the challenge.
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CREW member, junior Leah Anderson, leads prospective students and their parents on a campus tour.

community growers

from marion to the hill

Katie Schlemmer

corrie dyke

s t a f f wr i t e r

L

l&T co-editor

ocal Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) group Victory Acres is starting a new
ministry called Growing Growers, providing the opportunity for five farmers — new
or experienced — to pursue the production of small-scale specialty crops.
“What Growing Growers provides is access to land, access to equipment and a marketing
base,” said Jane Cramer, Victory Acres Community Liaison.
Cramer graduated from Taylor University with a degree in English Education. She is
also the wife of Associate Professor of Computer Science and Engineering Jeff Cramer.
“What we want to do is capture the imagination as well as the practical side of each
Grower,” Cramer said. “We want to help them to be self-reliant.”
Growing Growers’s goal is to provide mentoring and a learning environment for each
farmer. The farmers will have a Growing Growers assistant with them every step of the
way, teaching the basics of farming, sustaining their specialty crops and marketing what
they grow.
“Our hope is to have the farmers learn as much as possible so that they will be able to
launch on their own in the course of three years,” Cramer said.
One future farmer, Mike Kotlarski of Carmel, Ind., looks forward to the challenge. He
will move to Upland when the program starts.
“I am very excited to take part in a fully hands-on learning experience,” Kotlarski said.
“Not too many people get to say they were ‘apprentices,’ and even less get to say they were
given near full responsibility right off the bat during their education. I am excited to learn
from experts, with other growers, to network with the surrounding community and bring
smiles to peoples’ faces with fresh food.”
Growing Growers’s ultimate vision is to be a crossroad for different types of people. One
of their goals is building a community in which everyone shares the benefits and risks of
farming through personal stories.
Another goal is adding long-term community events like organized camping that they
intend to start this summer.
According to Cramer, Victory Acres is a great resource for Taylor students considering
wing events or pick-a-date locations. Visitors pick crops, spend time on the farm and cook
a fresh meal together. Victory Acres also sells fresh produce and teaches about sustainable
farming.
Victory Acres is a Christ-centered organization that requests prayer support. Their
ministry includes a non-traditional rehabilitation program for those wanting to escape
previously destructive lifestyles.
Thus far, eight people have lived in the farm cabins and strengthened their farming
skills while turning their lives around, according to Cramer.
“It is invigorating to see the fruit of this ministry every day, and I believe in what God is
doing through Victory Acres by being a part of reconciling the community,” Cramer said.
If you are interested in volunteering, a summer internship, ministry opportunities or
planning an event, visit victoryacres.org.

Mayor Wayne Seybold of Marion announced last week his plans to run
for U.S. Representative in the 5th Congressional District Republican
primary.
After serving two terms as mayor, his decision to move from city hall
to the U.S. Capitol came after much thought and consideration for the
seat, which has been occupied by the same person for 30 years.
“It’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity,” Seybold said.
Incumbent of the seat U.S. Rep. Dan Burton will retire at the conclusion of his 15th term. He endorsed Mayor Seybold the day after Seybold’s
announcement.
As a former businessman, employment is Seybold’s biggest initiative
to take to Washington.
“The biggest thing we’ve got to do is get people back to work,” Seybold
said. “We’ve seen success in Grant County, and I’d like to take that
knowledge and expertise to Washington.”
According to the National Public Radio segment “Around the Nation
— America’s Mayors: Governing in Tough Times” that featured Seybold,
Marion’s unemployment rate is down, along with the city’s budget.
Seybold said the City of Marion balances a budget every year and the
same needs to be done in Washington. To him, this important message
needs to be sent to the Capitol.
Seybold also realizes federal decisions
affect local citizens, and a number of
issues still need work.
“I have the opportunity to go tell
that story in Washington from a local
perspective,” Seybold said.
Seybold also hopes to involve young
people in the community.
“At the end of the day, decisions made
are affecting young people,” Seybold
said. “If we don’t get young people
involved, they won’t have an understanding, and their future won’t
look like the one I had.”
Seybold has some students
working on his campaign and is
looking to reach out to more in
Continued on page 2

weekend weather

Today

44°
31°

Saturday

37°
23°

Sunday

32°
22°

Graphic by Tim Riethmiller
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c r e at i o n b i l l k i l l e d
The bill that would have allowed creationism to be
taught in science classes in addition to evolution was
shelved by the Indiana House Tuesday. If it had been
approved, local school districts would have been allowed
to teach creationism, provided it included beliefs from
other religions including Judaism, Islam, Hinduism,
Buddhism and Scientology.
To avoid the time and expense required to pass the
highly controversial bill, Indiana Speaker of the House
Brian Bosma has referred it to the House Rules committee. Legislation will not be heard during the 2012 season.
“It looked to me to be buying a lawsuit when the state
can ill afford it,” Bosma said, according to the Christian

Post.
The original bill was proposed by Sen. Dennis Kruse,
R-Auburn, who wanted it to be strictly for teaching
Christian creationism with evolution.
“I think God created the world and created man and
woman,” Kruse said. “And I think that is the true truth,
and we have twisted things.”
When the bill was revised by the Senate to include
multiple faiths, House Education Committee Chairman
Robert Behning, R-Indianapolis, said it would be impossible to find teachers knowledgeable in so many religions.
Kruse plans to reintroduce the legislation next session.
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Top 5 News Events of the Week
Regulators hang up on
robo-calls
(latimes.com)

Whitney Houston’s funeral
Saturday will be broadcast
(cnn.com)

Taylor continued...

than twice as many students who attended the event last year on
President’s Day weekend.
As a CREW intern responsible for 24 at Taylor, junior Dash Wieland
wants prospective students to experience the change of heart he had
during his campus visit.
“I was closed down the whole time until I went to the residence
halls,” Wieland said. “It just blew me away. It felt so different from
anywhere else that I had been. I felt welcome — even as a high school
student.”
Along with 24 at Taylor, 110 students will attend the CLS interviews. Students who are accepted to Taylor will have three formal
interviews during their stay and will attend classes.
New to the schedule this year is a visit day called TU 440 designed
for the parents of visiting students. Professor of Biblical Studies Ed
Meadors, who is helping with the program, hopes it will ease parents
and students into the college transition.
“College visits mix financial worry with the emotional anxieties
associated with children leaving home,” Meadors said. “This is a
genuine opportunity to provide encouragement as the body of Christ
to families in the middle of a very difficult decision-making process.
This is also a strategic opportunity to advertise enthusiastically an

Economic growth gives lift to
Obama in NYT/CBS poll
(nytimes.com)

Indiana has 13 cases of measles
as vaccinations decline
(chicagotribune.com)

education that I believe is priceless.”
During TU 440, parents will tour campus, attend meetings and
visit homes throughout the Upland community, including the homes
of President Eugene Habecker, Provost Steve Bedi and Professor
Meadors.
On Monday, Tim Herrmann, co-author of “A Parents’ Guide to the
Christian College,” will speak to the parents on the nature of Christian higher education as well as the intellectual, social and spiritual
challenges it poses.
“We want to help parents understand how they can best support
their college-age kids, and also what they should avoid so they don’t
inadvertently act in ways that may actually stunt their students’
growth,” Herrmann said. “Being the parent of a college student is a
new experience for many of these folks, and we want to help prepare
them for what can be an incredibly beneficial and satisfying role.”
After the presentation, parents will receive a community tour of
the local churches and meet several community members before a
prayer and reflection time in the Prayer Chapel.
All three events end Monday at 2 p.m.
“This large-scale arrival of prospective students and families gives
us a wonderful opportunity to share the community spirit, hospitality and grace that make Taylor distinctive as a Christian University,”
Meadors said.

Birth control debate
(time.com)

Marion continued...

the district, which would include students from Taylor, Indiana
Wesleyan and Anderson Universities.
“I think it’s very exciting to see a local politician running
for federal office,” senior political science major Brady Schaar
said. “It’s rare to see a politician from Grant County get federal
attention, so that opportunity is exciting.”
Seybold had an exciting career prior to that of seeking a
spot in Congress. He competed in the 1988 Winter Olympics
in pairs figure skating with his sister. Following the Olympics,
he produced ice shows and ran the business side of the sport.
A few years later, he was asked to run for Marion City Council
and thought it would be “something fun” to do.
After enjoying the Council, he wanted to run for mayor.
Although he always thought he would return to a business
career, other opportunities presented themselves, and he is now
“running hard” for federal office.
“Maybe I was born this way,” Seybold said. “I love to work.
I love the process of figuring things out, how to do them in a
different way and how to advance to the next level. All those
things I was taught on the ice, and I have taken them to the
political room.”

fair trading at the bookstore
kyla Martin
news co - editor

Taylor Bookstore staff are considering items for their fall line, but not
just through traditional, name-brand

vendors.
“We love having a purpose behind what we sell,” bookstore manager Matt Voss said.
Voss is speaking with Better Way Imports, an organization within
the Fair Trade Federation and other fair trade manufacturers that
can create Taylor-specific apparel.
Better Way largely sells items created by women who leave
prostitution and are trying to support themselves in developing
countries. These items range from bags to jewelery to anti-human
trafficking apparel.
“We’re trying to find products that we can start supporting instead
of just a big brand,” Voss said. “That’s a big passion of ours.”
The Fair Trade Federation is composed of many different organizations that offer fair wages to their workers in contrast to sweatshops that plague many nations.

However, because the workers are compensated fairly, the cost
of these items is higher than the norm. The bookstore is trying
to find fair trade items students already purchase, but keeping
the price tag agreeable to students is challenging in this market,
according to Voss.
“How do we help them but still find a price that students want?”
Voss asked.
Voss is working on a design for Better Way to turn into Taylor
apparel for the bookstore this fall.
The bookstore is selling scarves made in Guatemala through
Aldea (another fair trade organization), bags from Nepal (Earth
Divas) and Peru (World of Good), bracelets from the Philippines
(Threads of Hope) and Zulu bracelets (Leakey Collection) made
with natural ingredients.
For more information about Better Way Imports or the Fair Trade
Federation, visit betterwayimports.com or fairtradefederation.org.
Voss welcomes student input. For any suggestions or requests for
certain items, email the bookstore at customerservice@taylor.edu.

the contraceptive debate
The U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Govkari
ernment Reform met Thursday to discuss potenstaff
tial abuses of religious freedom in the wake of the
Obama Administration’s recent Health and Human Services
(HHS) mandate.
The controversy began Jan. 20 upon the release of the HHS
mandate, a continuation of the Obama Administration’s health
care reform plan. The directive ordered religious-affiliated organizations to provide insurance that would offer free birth control
medication, including Plan B (“the morning-after pill”), to employees. But adamant protest from religious leaders forced the Obama
administration to reconsider its decision.
“After the many genuine concerns that have been raised over
the last few weeks, as well as, frankly, the more cynical desire
on the part of some to make this into political football, it became
clear that spending months hammering out a solution was not
going to be an option,” President Obama told The New York Times.
On Feb. 10, Obama offered an “accommodation” to the plan,
exempting religious institutions from the direct responsibility of
offering contraception coverage and placing that responsibility
with health insurance companies instead.
“Now, as we move to implement this rule, we’ve been mindful
that there’s another principle at stake here — and that’s the
principle of religious liberty, an inalienable right that is enshrined
in our Constitution,” Obama said in the Huffington Post. “As a
citizen and as a Christian, I cherish this right.”
Criticism of Obama’s new action emerged from both political
and religious arenas. National Review columnist Deroy Murdock decried Obama’s action as “an ‘accommodation’ in which he
snatched the bill for contraceptives from the Catholic organizations, wrestled insurance companies to the ground and then
stuffed the birth-control bill into their pockets.”
Additionally, the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB),
a front-runner in the protest against the original mandate, will
critically study the accommodation, according to its president,
Cardinal-designate Timothy Dolan.
“We hope to work with the administration to guarantee Americans’ consciences and our religious freedom are not harmed by
these regulations,” Dolan said in the Huffington Post.
Yesterday, the U.S. House Committee on Oversight & Govern-

travis

ment Reform discussed the conflict posed by the
HHS mandate and presented the “basic question
writer
of religious freedom, and whether or not protection will be afforded to religious institutions who wish to follow
their conscience in refusing to pay for products they find morally
objectionable,” according to a statement from Oversight Committee Chairman Darrell Issa.
Issa also clarified the hearing was not meant to focus just on
one point of conflict, namely the HSS mandate.
“We are not having a hearing about this one, specific issue of
Obamacare. We are here looking at governments’ bounds,” Issa
said. “How does it impact people of religions and faith?”
Witnesses for the hearing included Catholic and Protestant
clergymen, rabbis and presidents of Christian colleges and universities. The testimonies argued that even the revised version
of the mandate infringes upon not only the religious liberties of
the Catholic church, but most other religiously-based organizations as well.
“We are not here to Christianize the government,” the Rev. Dr.
Matthew C. Harrison said in his testimony. “The church and the
state should remain totally separate. We are religiously opposed
to providing abortion-causing drugs.”
However, not all administrators within religious organizations
are opposed to the new mandate. Taylor Department Chair and
Professor of Political Science Dr. Philip Loy said the new accommodation does not leave room for an argument about violation of
religious liberty because employee rights — not the organization’s
rights — are really at stake.
“I am not on the same side as most conservative thinkers,” Loy
said. “If the government were requiring religious organizations
to dispense private information to the public, that would be an
infringement on religious liberty. But I think this is a matter of
personal choice.”
Taylor does not anticipate much effect from the HHS mandate,
according to Director of Employee Benefits Marla Persinger.
“The university is self-funded, so we are the insurance company,”
Persinger said. “We cover birth control through our health insurance pharmaceutical coverage.”
The contraceptive coverage Taylor offers only includes preventative contraceptives, not medications like Plan B.

Recyclemania (Feb 5-12)

Per Capita Classic: the amount of recycling
in pounds per student and staff member at
the university

Lsu concert — “ R evi va l g enerati on 2012”

Skits, Rap, Dance, Worship
Recital Hall
7:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

“p roof”

Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

saturday
S p eci a l Olymp i cs “Ta ke i t to the hoop ”

KSAC
7 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Lsu i nsp i rati ona l sessi on — “ Revi va l
g enerati on 2012”

Recital Hall
12 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

“wi nter i n Pa ri s”

Marion Philharmonic Orchestra
Rediger Auditorium
$5 students; $12 adults
7:30 p.m.

“p roof”

Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

sunday
“p roof”

Mitchell Theatre
3 p.m.

Monday
cha p e l — youth conference focus

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Wednesday
cha p e l — Pa stor Ra nd y Gruend yke

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Friday
cha p e l — And y Crouch, S wa rthmore, PA

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

grand champion (Recycling rate)

84.78%
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY (Recycling rate)

6.70 lbs/P

Grand Champion: the total waste recycled
by the university
Waste Minimization: the amount of trash
and recycling per student and staff member
at the university

Friday

Department Announcements
representing all departments on a weekly basis

21.36%

1.43 lbs/P
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Want to tell students about your
department’s achievements and
upcoming events?

E-mail News at
taylor.theecho.news@gmail.com
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Athens
on fire
Mackenzi klemann

Chaos erupted
in the streets of
downtown Athens Sunday evening as the Greek Parliament passed controversial austerity
measures. More than 80,000 protesters
gathered to express opposition to the bill
when violent, hooded protesters crashed
the originally peaceful demonstration,
according to The New York Times.
Rioters tore up marble from the front
of parliament and hurled fire-bombs at
police, with more than 50 officers injured.
Some officers retaliated with tear gas
and flash grenades, businessweek.com
reported.
“We are seeing Athens go up in flames
again,” Mayor George Kaminis said in an
interview with ANT1 television. “What
they are trying to do to Athens is what
they are trying to do to the entire country.”
Violence spread from Athens to other
parts of the country, including the tourist
islands of Corfu and Crete and towns in
central Greece, Reuters reported.
The damage was extensive. According to estimates provided by the Athens
Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
losses were in the “tens of millions” of
dollars. Approximately 45 buildings were
destroyed, including some neoclassical
structures and historic movie theaters,
The New York Times reported.
“The message to the Greek government is they should leave the country,
right now,” one protester, Dimitris Fokos,
told businessweek.com. “They don’t represent the people anymore.”
The unpopular austerity measures,
which include a 22 percent reduction in
minimum wage, smaller pensions and
immediate job cuts, are intended unlock
a second bailout provided by the European Commission, European Central
Bank and International Monetary Fund.

world editor

The Greek parliament sought the bailout
in an effort to avert a budget default and
bankruptcy.
“We are looking the Greek people
straight in the eye with full knowledge
of our historical responsibility,” Prime
Minister Lucas Papademos said in a televised address on the eve of Sunday’s vote.
“The social costs that come with these
measures are contained in comparison
to the economic and social catastrophe
that will follow if we don’t adopt them.”
“Vandalism, violence and destruction
have no place in a democratic country
and won’t be tolerated,” Papademos told
parliament prior to the vote, according
to Reuters. “It would be a huge historical injustice if the country from which
European culture sprang … reached
bankruptcy and was led, due to one
more mistake, to national isolation and
national despair.”
Despite the passage of the unpopular
austerity measures, euro zone finance
ministers have yet to sign off on the bailout deal. Lenders have expressed concern
that Greece’s upcoming April elections
will yield leaders who will not fulfill the
bailout’s requirements. German finance
minister Wolfgang Schaeuble expressed
doubts on Wednesday, referring to Greece
as a “bottomless pit.” He noted that Italian parties had given Prime Minister
Mario Monti a year to ensure reforms,
which Greeks interpreted as a suggestion to delay elections, Reuters reported.
A report by the European Commission, the European Central bank and the
International Monetary Fund predicted
Greek debt will exceed its targeted GDP
in 2020 by around 9 percent, fueling
more uncertainty.
Despite this, Greek officials remain
hopeful that euro zone finance ministers
will pass the bailout by Monday, just one
month before debt repayments are due.

World
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Violence in the streets of Athens tainted a primarily peaceful demonstration on Sunday.

Source: Wikimedia

London Olympics prepares to ward off sex trafficking
meredith sell

Following the sex trafficking awareness campaigns
that surrounded the Super
Bowl, worldwide attention has turned to the
approaching Olympic Games this summer in
London.
“Evidence from previous games suggests that
the large visiting Olympic workforce can lead to
an increase in demand for prostitution . . . and
an increase in trafficking,” Lynne Abrams of
London’s Metropolitan Police Authority (MPA)
told The Guardian.
British government and police efforts against
trafficking have improved even on Canadien
efforts during the 2010 Winter Olympics. The
Vancouver anti-trafficking effort was considered
successful, despite the increase in so-called sex
workers to around 1,000.
“Trafficking women for prostitution is a vile
trade and we need to treat very seriously any
suggestion that the Olympics might encourage
it,” said Tessa Jowell, shadow Olympics minister,
in an interview with the Telegraph. Jowell has
been working with police to fight any possible
influx of sex trafficking.
In 2009 — before the Vancouver Games even
took place — The Guardian reported that MPA
obtained 600,000 pounds of extra funding for
staff writer

Azusa Pacific University

a specialist unit. This unit was formed to rescue women sold into prostitution to meet the
demand brought by the 25,000 construction
workers building the Olympic Park, also according to The Guardian.
MPA officers are at work raising awareness
in schools, youth clubs and colleges, as well as
in foreign countries where they warn about
dangers to women who are offered trips to the
United Kingdom.
“We do not wait for victims to come forward,”
Detective Chief Superintendent Richard Martin,
head of the unit, said. “We are a proactive unit
and 99.9% of our jobs are from our intelligence.”
In 2009, MPA noted an increase in the number of prostitutes in the five London Olympic
host boroughs. From January to August of 2010,
Scotland Yard’s human exploitation and organized crime command (SCD9) carried out 80
brothel raids in the same five boroughs, according to The Guardian. Twenty other raids took
place in Westminster and 13 in Camden; both
boroughs are expected to host the majority of
Olympic tourists. Only 29 brothel raids took
place in the remaining 25 boroughs.
In September of 2010, a lead provided by the
staff at Jumeirah Carlton Hotel in Knightsbridge led to the imprisonment of a gang try-

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

You have
goals

ing to sell “young, female virgins,” according to human trafficking victims almost doubled.”
The exact increase rate was found to be 95
artslondonnews.co.uk.
Anti-trafficking groups have also been at percent (bpw.ca). According to the Telegraph,
work, raising awareness in hopes of prevention. “After the Games the figures in relation to both
One is Stop the Traffik, an organization which prostitutes and trafficking remained higher
than before.”
fights trafficking around the globe.
According to Julie Tomlin, writing for Run“Our whole aim is to create communities where
it is harder for traffickers to hide themselves ning in Heels, a UK fashion blog, an estimated
and their victims, and to create communities 5,000 trafficked people are in the UK at one
that are hostile to trafficking,” said Bex Keer time. In 2009 about 2,600 women were trafficked into the U.K. for
of Stop the Traffik.
sexual exploitation.
Anti-traffickEstimates cited in the
ing success with
“Trafficking women for prostitution is a vile
London Evening Stanother events has
dard said almost 4,000
been attributed
trade and we need to treat very seriously any
people are trafficked
to awareness
suggestion the Olympics might encourage it.”
into the U.K. each
campaigns. In
year for so-called “sex
Tessa Jowell, Shadow Olympics minister
2006 it was prework.” According to
dicted that 40,000
the Telegraph, police
women would be
estimate 300 children
trafficked to Germany for the World Cup. That the figure was are smuggled in yearly.
“Even one woman trafficked because of the
later found astronomically higher than the
actual was credited to “prevention campaigns Olympics is one too many,” Tomlin said. “That’s
and increased law enforcement efforts,” accord- why we are acting now with the ambition that
ing to the Anti-Trafficking Alliance, while “[a]t we can be the first ever Games without the scar
the Athens Olympic Games in 2004, where pre- of the prospect of trafficking and exploitation
vention efforts were poor, the number of known of women.”

.

We can help you take the next step.

Belgium — Music collecting firm SABAM’s net-filtering bid has been blocked
by the European Court of Justice. The bill
would have required social networks, like
defendant Netlog, to install an anti-piracy
filtering system. Filtering would limit rights
to freedom of business, personal data
and freedom of information, according to
the court. The ruling is expected to set a
precedent in anti-piracy campaigns across
Europe.
Honduras — Over 350 people were
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killed in a prison fire this week, the worst prison fire
in history. Firefighters said that they could not rescue
all prisoners because they could not locate the guards
who had the keys to the cells. Suspected causes
include an inmate setting fire to a mattress and an electrical fault. The government has vowed to a “full and
transparent” investigation.

Thailand — Four Iranian citizens have been accused
of targeting Israeli diplomats in a Bangkok explosion on
Tuesday. Thai officials believe the bombing was linked
to similar attacks in India and Georgia, which occurred
a day earlier.Tehran officials denied the accusations,
claiming Israel is waging “psychological war” and that
the attacks were staged.

Middle East — The White House proposed plans

to provide $800 million to aid “Arab Spring” nations in
the president’s annual budget address to Congress on
Monday. Funding for foreign aid in the 2013 fiscal year,
which begins Oct. 1, totals at $51.6 billion. An additional
$8.2 million was listed for war zone assistance. Congress
has yet to approve of the budget, with some lawmakers
desiring to cut foreign aid.

Libya — A recent Oxford University survey of Libyans’
views of democracy and leadership found that only 15
percent believed a democratic government should be installed in the next year. Despite 40 years under Moammar
Gadhafi’s rule, nearly 40 percent favored strong leadership from one person or group. However, 69 percent said
they desired a say in how Libya develops, and nearly a
third would support a democratic government within the
next five years.
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apartment and live on their own but still have some accountability. They are in the
rant County Rescue Mission will hold a Walk-A-Mile fundraiser for the
Sarah Cespedes
process of writing a grant to build a second apartment complex for women. They
homeless in Marion this Saturday.
Staff Writer
hope those apartments will be ready by the end of 2013.
Check-in for the walk will begin at 9:15 a.m. at the YMCA in Marion.
Grant County Rescue Mission and Taylor University encourage students to parThe walk begins at 10 a.m., and a free lunch afterward will be available.
Participants will walk half a mile from the YMCA to the Grant County Rescue Mission ticipate in this walk.
Walkers have to raise their money before the walk and bring it with them Feb. 18. Every dollar
and half a mile back.
The walk raises money to provide food, clothing, shelter and education to those in need helps.
You can sign up online at grantcountyrescuemission.com or the day of the event at the beginning
in Grant County.
The Grant County Rescue Mission helps those who cannot provide shelter for them- of the walk. If you sign up online, the Rescue Mission will send you a packet to collect money, which
selves and their families due to financial situations, substance abuse, physical or mental can then be turned in when you arrive at the walk. If you show up the day of, simply hand in the
money you collected to the Rescue Mission’s staff members. Even if you do not register, students are
disabilities and behavior problems.
This is the event’s seventh consecutive year. Director of Development Debra Ballard still welcome to walk with the Rescue Mission and support their organization.
If you do not have a ride, contact Kim Henke, Taylor’s Community Service Representative at
heard about the event through another center. The Rescue Mission in Kokomo first held this event,
and because of their success Grant County planned the event and saw many people come to support servicerep@tayloru.edu.
If you cannot make it to the event, there are other ways to support the Grant County Rescue
the walk.
Last year, more than 650 participants helped raise $22,000. The money helped the Mission meet Mission. Prayer, money, food and clothing donations and helping to serve meals and work on special
the needs of the area’s homeless, needy and poor by providing food, shelter and clothing. The Mission projects are ways the community and Taylor University have helped in the past and can continue
has a men’s shelter, and last year the Mission opened a larger women’s shelter and a new family helping.
If students are interested in volunteering for other events or projects and do not know how to get
shelter, which is the first family shelter in Grant County.
“The Lord just opened up the door for us to get a facility that now houses families,” Ballard said. started, email Kim Henke. If you have an idea of what you would like to do or simply want to serve,
Henke will connect you to members of the community in your area of interest.
These three shelters stay full almost all year round.
They also have an apartment complex for men who graduate their program so they can rent an

Taylor University: Moshier’s
next adventure

Dr. Jeffrey Moshier is a man with myriad
roles. He’s the academic with multiple degrees
Staff Writer
in science — a bachelor of science in biology
from Houghton College and a doctorate in biology from John
Hopkins University. He’s the adventurer, taking several months
to bike across the country after completing his college degree.
He’s the family man, with two children and a wife of 35 years
this September. Now he’s Taylor’s newest administrator taking
on the role of provost, a position he will fully assume in June.
Moshier shares the story of his hiring process, which took place
over a relatively short amount of time.
He first heard of the opening at Taylor through Messiah College President Dr. Kim Phipps, a friend and former employer.
“She knew that I was thinking to try to assume a provost position, and she thought Taylor would be a great match.”
So in late October, Moshier began the applying and hiring
process, which included essay writing and visits to campus to
meet with everyone from President Habecker to student groups.
Much prayer followed the job offer, as Moshier considered his
options and waited to finalize his choice.
“My wife and I really wanted to pray through the decision. Even
though we were excited about the prospect, we wanted to make
sure it was God’s will for us and for Taylor,” Moshier said.
Moshier now finds himself in a unique position of great responsibility with little knowledge of Taylor.
“I want to spend a good amount of my first year getting to know
the Taylor community — hearing from students, faculty, staff,
and other administrators about the great things happening at
Taylor and what are some of the challenges that Taylor is facing,”
Moshier explained. “I don’t come with a lot of answers. I do hope I
can facilitate group thinking and creativity . . . from faculty, staff
and students to face these issues.”
“In many ways it’s a bit of a blank canvas to me to what exactly
it will look like,” Moshier said on the new position.
But while the new role may offer challenges, this veteran
administrator does not plan to observe for long.
“I’m not one to not move or take action,” Moshier explained.
Moshier currently holds the position of vice provost at Wheaton
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College. He points out that both Wheaton and Taylor desire to
develop rigorous academics with a holistic focus on God which
make them similar in many ways. A crucial difference between
the two schools, according to Moshier, is Taylor’s focus on community.
“Taylor is more intentional in its community and using community to shape its Christian character,” Moshier said.
“There are parts of community that are hard. There are parts
that reveal how fallen we are as we find we don’t always get our
way,” Moshier added. “But that’s a very important part of community. That’s more intentional at Taylor and very appealing to me.”
Scientist at heart, yet overall a learner, Moshier shares his
interest in the humanities through reading historical biographies.
Figures such as Theodore Roosevelt and Steve Jobs have recently
been the object of his reading pastime.
“I’m a scientist, but I’ve always loved history,” Moshier said. “I
find those very insightful.”
Moshier’s passions don’t stop at the mind; he’s an avid cycler.
“I have done a lot of biking in my day,” Moshier stated, telling the story of a cross-country trip he took with a friend after
graduating from Houghton College. With only $26 and a red Fuji
bike, Moshier and a friend set off from New York to California.
The trip took four and a half months.
“We worked our way across, so we had different jobs. We lost
our money pretty early in our trip to some people who told us it
was going to be really expensive and it wasn’t,” Moshier shared.
Splitting rail fences at an Amish farm in Indiana, painting offices
in Utah and having a gun pulled on them while hitchhiking were
only some of the experiences Moshier had as he saw the country
firsthand.
“I still ride that bike around,” he added.
Working with college students is Moshier’s life work, maybe
because of the impact higher academic education had on him.
“College was pivotal in my life,” Moshier reflected. “It was pivotal because I discovered how important the life of the mind was.”
“I love seeing students come to understand that there is depth
in the intellectual life that will prepare them for whatever comes.
That excites me.”

Take it to the

HOOP

T

Senior Bailey McElravy found refereeing last year to be a
aylor University is hosting the 2012 IndianaRebecca Sexton
rewarding experience.
Grant County Special Olympics “Take-It-ToContributor
“It was different from any other basketball that I had ever
The-Hoop” basketball tournament tomorrow in
seen,” McElravy said, “not because of their skill, but because
the KSAC. The double-elimination tournament
of their attitudes. The athletes were so nice to each other and
includes more than 350 athletes and 23 teams
it was obvious that playing basketball was a privilege. They were just so happy
from all over Indiana.
“Take-It-To-The-Hoop is a great opportunity for all of the athletes to to be there that it made me praise God for my mental and physical abilities.”
Indiana Special Olympics offers year-round sports competitions to parshow how hard they have worked over the past few months preparing
for this tournament,” sophomore Kelsey Snyder, event director, said. ticipants with intellectual disabilities, involving almost 11,000 athletes. Sports
Athletes, ranging from junior-high students to adults in their 70s include alpine skiing, aquatics, basketball, ballroom dancing, bocce ball, bowling,
cycling, figure skating, flag football, golf, powerlifting, snowboarding, soccer,
and 80s, have been practicing twice a week since October.
The public is encouraged to attend the tournament. There is no speed skating, volleyball and more.
Indiana Special Olympics ranges from high-ability athletes to individual skills
admission charge.
As director, Snyder is reinstating an idea that was a big hit in the past. Taylor athletes. There will be 69 individual skill athletes, who will compete in drills
students have the opportunity to be team hosts who will be assigned to a team such as shooting, dribbling and passing.
County Coordinator for the Indiana-Grant County Special Olympics Tim
for the day. Hosts will greet their teams when they arrive, make sure they get
registered, find out when their games are, make sure they get to all their games Faust has connected the Taylor Disability Outreach group to the Grant County
teams, five of which will be competing in the tournament. The Disability Outon time and cheer their team on during the games.
“Each team will get their own personal Taylor student for the day,” Snyder said. reach Group assists with the team practices at Justice Intermediate School in
“Hosting a team is a fun experience for the Taylor student to hang out with the Marion. Taylor participates in the Indiana Special Olympics with basketball,
athletes and get to know them throughout the day — eating lunch with them, track and field, golf, swimming, flag football and bowling.
cheering for them at their games and showing them around campus.”
Any student interested in volunteering or who would like more inforTaylor student volunteers will serve as referees, scorekeepers and team hosts.
“This event gives Taylor students the chance to connect with people who have mation about the tournament should contact Kelsey Snyder at Kelsey_snyder@
taylor.edu.
disabilities through a fun and encouraging environment,” Snyder said.
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Classes you wish you could take

Invented Languages: Klingon and Beyond
ollege is a time to follow your interests into the classroom.
Emily Luttrull
University of Texas at Austin
But maybe you’re into the social implications of East Coast
rap or daytime court shows. It doesn’t seem likely you’ll find Life & Times Co-Editor
This class is for hardcore linguists only. While learning languages
a way to sneak these hobbies into a scholarly setting. But
that’s where you’d be wrong. Here’s a list of the most unique and prob- from sci-fi shows may sound like a fan’s dream, this course focuses on made up
ably least useful classes in America. Read this article with a pen ready to write languages to answer questions like ‘Can a language be inherently sexist?’ or
‘Why does Klingon sound so alien?’
a proposal if one of these crazy classes strikes your fancy.
This class is not going to count as your foreign language credit. It’s more
concerned with ideas and goals behind invented languages taken from the
internet, film and other aspects of pop culture.
Wordplay: A Wry Plod from Babel to Scrabble
Princeton University
The Textual Appeal of Tupac Shakur
University of Washington
If you can’t get enough of Words with Friends, this is the class for you. Princeton University offers this seminar for 15 students who are assigned to play
Tupac is alive. And he is in Seattle.
games of Boggle and Scrabble, swap puns, anagrams and analyze examples of
The University of Washington offers a class that “explores the philosophical,
constrained writing.
In this class, experts range from James Joyce to “The Simpsons,” from Lewis historical and literary influences of the late rapper and activist, Tupac Shakur,”
Carroll to “Monty Python’s Flying Circus.” At the end of the semester, students according to the course description. Students read literary works like Nicolai
Machiavelli’s “The Prince” alongside the West Coast rapper’s lyrics in an effort
research different forms of wordplay for a final paper.
to understand Tupac’s thoughts on race, economics and national belonging.
Things That Go Bump in the Night
Arguing with ‘Judge Judy’: Popular ‘Logic’ on TV Judge Shows
Hampshire College
University of California, Berkeley
You can now finally face your childhood fears in the warm, comforting enviIf you love yelling at daytime television shows, this class was made for you. Far
ronment of a college classroom. This course at Hampshire College focuses on
mysterious and experimental topics in the philosophy of the mind, including from being a class on law or legal reasoning, this UCB course explores logical
fallacies presented by defendants and plaintiffs that appear on court television
out-of-body experiences, phantom limb phenomena and free will.
shows like “Judge Judy” or “The People’s Court.”
Zombies in Popular Media
Underwater Basket Weaving
Columbia College, Chicago
University of California, San Diego and Reed College
Maybe Columbia College is jumping on the zombie bandwagon a little late,
Doomed to being forever a cliché, this class on underwater basket weaving
but it still sounds better than calculus. This class looks at zombies in fantasy
and horror literature and explores the many different portrayals of the undead. actually exists on two college campuses in America.
Not quite living up to its vision of students weaving baskets under the sea,
The course uses literature, comics and even films to explore the connections
between students’ disciplines and zombies. In case of a zombie apocalypse, this underwater basket weaving actually involves soaking reeds or other plants to
course probably won’t be so helpful. But at least you’ll get to watch “Dawn of make them malleable before interlacing them.
the Dead” in class.
Philosophy and ‘Star Trek’
Georgetown University
Cyborg Anthropology
Lewis & Clark College
Any good Trekkie will tell you that “Star Trek” is chock-full of philosophy. This
The title of this course can be misleading: you probably won’t be able to build Georgetown class centers on themes that recur in “Star Trek” like the ethical
your own Terminator after this class. Cyborg anthropology is the study of human implications of time travel, the relationship between one’s mind and brain and
and computer interaction. While most of the focus is on biomedical knowledge or how to define a person.
Students read the writings of great philosophers alongside watching episodes
other highly technical practices, there’s also an emphasis on the representation
of the sci-fi classic in class. If you feel the need to attend this pop cultureof science in pop culture.
influenced class, listen to Picard and make it so.
Biology of Jurassic Park
The Science of Harry Potter
Hood College
Frostburg State University
Admit it. We all wanted to be paleontologists at one point. Now is the time to
Here is your chance to be a real Hermione and excel in school. Because this
become Dr. Alan Grant from “Jurassic Park.” Though this course neglects the
most important questions (like whether or not a velociraptor can be brought isn’t just a class at Frostburg State University, this is an honors class.
The class tackles valuable and practical topics such as whether a threeback to life), it does look at dinosaurs as a way to understand current biological
headed dog could be created by genetic engineering or if research could produce
principles.
It may sound like the perfect class for a future supervillain, but this course a flying broomstick. Not surprisingly, there is no lab for the class, which is geared
is more concerned with learning about evolution, extinction and homeostasis toward non-science majors and bookworms.
than using reptiles to take over the world.
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Just Girls - How to
Fringe
Knitted tops get a little extra this
season with the addition of fringe
on the bottom or sleeves. Cotton
tops have long tried to rock the
fringe, but a cut-up tee should be
saved for the intramural field. The
almost-flapper-look has also hit
skirts, but don’t over frill. Pair one
or the other with sequins.

Guy Talk - Tying it
Together
The trendy skinny tie changed
the rules of “dressy casual.”
Since that term is contradictory
anyway, we can thank the skinny
tie for guys looking good in denim.
Wearing a tie with jeans, if done
right, can dress you up when you’d
rather leave the suit at home. A
nice dinner? Class presentation?
A tie could be just what you were
looking for.

Life &
Times
love words

Repletion:
the condition of being completely
or excessively full.

Social
Media
gon e

Tay l o r

Status update from
taylor network

I wish the DC delivered. #TaylorU
-from Megan Detrick

Fact
of the

Week

Did you know?
Potassium deficiency can wreak
havoc on your body. Low potassium, also known as hypokalemia,
can impair your nervous system,
which leads to confusion and
delirium. Along with other physical
side effects, a person suffering
from hypokalemia can have temporary memory loss and difficulty
concentrating. Eat your bananas.
(buzzle.com)
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IN DEFENSE OF..

WHITNEY
HOUSTON

‘Star Wars’ Prequels
Justin Chisham

Josh Larkin

C ontributor

world D esigner

Okay, this is a hard one for me — and not for the
reasons you’re thinking.
See, I am not part of the “Star Wars” cult. I
was never privy to the indoctrination needed
to initiate me into the cackling, oft-quoting
brood. In fact, I could write a whole article
deriding the evil clutches of this space opera.
But that would put me on the prosecution’s side, wouldn’t it? And what’s the name
of this column? I’m paid (in pretend money)
to . . .
Dang.
Allow me to explain. The original trilogy is
not bad. “A New Hope” is a pleasant outing
of light entertainment, “The Empire Strikes
Back” is a moody turn for the better and
“Return of the Jedi” is a mediocre turn for
the worse. Only one deserves my cynicism.
In fact, if I separate out the rabid fan base,
“Star Wars” becomes (dare I say) tolerable.
Despite my griping, these films reside
on the loftiest of pedestals. One would
assume the prequels would be automatically
accepted, beloved as much as the originals.
George Lucas probably believed the same
thing, right before his eyes turned into giant
cartoon dollar signs.
Alas, how the high and mighty must plummet to earth.
However, there is another side of this argument.
Let me ask you, proverbial reader: Why
is “Star Wars” so successful? Many answer
with something about the plot or the characters, but both of those answers lead to a
more concise conclusion. In the end, “Star
Wars” inspires the most romantic parts of
our imagination.
George Lucas crafted worlds, conflicts, adventures and battles, all within a universe where the
scrappy good guys save the day from obvious
evil. Tell me that doesn’t sound like schoolyard
daydreaming.
The prequels, on the other hand, made this
idealistic world more complex.
We got an antihero, geopolitics and Jedi
councils. We were able to see the rise of an
evil empire, and how that empire is founded
in our darkest sociology. The good guys
weren’t gallant heroes (Han counts, you naysayers). They were conflicted and tortured by
the things that defined them. The original
trilogy may house a surprising betrayal, but
Anakin’s conflict with Obi-Wan has a much
wider effect on the universe. In theory, the
prequels are darker and grittier.
In some ways, “Star Wars” tried to grow up.
Don’t get me wrong; there are many ways the
prequels are terrible. Most of the blame lies with
the tacked-on bits,like character cameos,hammy
love stories and plodding political jargon. However, the central ideas are far more interesting
than the original trilogy.
If you treat the prequels like childhood
imaginations, they aren’t that bad. They are
not as well executed as the originals, but
they still have some points of merit. Like the
original trilogy, I must admit that they are
not as bad as I would like to believe.

Whitney Houston, the most award-winning
female artist of all time who sold more than 170
combined albums, singles and videos worldwide
and who charted seven consecutive No. 1 hits,
was found dead Saturday, Feb. 11, 2012. She
was discovered in her guest room at the Beverly
Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif., just before the
2012 Grammy Awards Ceremony. The cause has
yet to be determined.
The funeral will be held Saturday in Houston’s hometown, Newark, NJ. It will be a private
affair and invitation-only. However, the funeral
will stream online. Those who wish to watch
the ceremony may do so at http://livestream.
com/aplive. Some have placed flowers outside
the Newark chapel where the ceremony will be
held, but many others are showing their grief by
purchasing Houston’s music.
At Taylor University, echos of Houston’s work
are spread throughout the week in every imaginable place, from chapel to classrooms and even
the upcoming Nostalgia Night.
President Habecker addressed the student
body in chapel Wednesday. As usual, he ended
his message with a music video. This time the
clip was from “The Preacher’s Wife.” In it, Whitney Houston sang “I Love the Lord” backed up by
a gospel choir. The lyrics were displayed on the
screen before the movie footage came up. “Oh, I
love the Lord I sure do, surely do love the Lord,
He heard, he heard my cry, and pitied every
groan, yes he did.”
“I loved the movie ‘The Preachers Wife,’” senior
Nicole Banister said. “It was one of my favorites
growing up.”
The day after Houston’s death, Banister
tweeted one of Houston’s quotes: “I like being
a woman, even in a man’s world. After all, men
can’t wear dresses, but we can wear the pants.”

Photo by Mark Kettenhofen

Love You” where she stretches “And I” into a six
second symphony of sounds, her groundbreaking
work as a female artist , her battle with drugs
or her charity work, Whitney Houston is worth
remembering.
“Whitney Houston was an icon and a once-in-alifetime talent who inspired a generation of singers and brought joy to millions of fans around
the world,” Sony Music Entertainment said. “She
had a voice of unmatched beauty and power that
changed music forever, and she leaves behind an
indelible legacy of timeless songs that will never
be forgotten. She also was an important member
of the Sony Music family who spent her storied
recording career with Arista Records. She will be
greatly missed. Our deepest condolences go out
to her daughter and her entire family.”

Taylor’s time-honored tradition Nostalgia
Night will also be honoring Houston. A student
rendition of “I Wanna Dance with Somebody”
will be closing out the second act. Nostalgia
Night will be held this coming Friday in Rediger
Chapel.
“I have always loved Whitney Houston’s beautiful voice and her songs like ‘How Will I Know’
and ‘Greatest Love of All,’” said Assistant Professor of Modern Languages Karen Dowling. “I
would watch her every tap on her microphone
and her upper lip sweat beads as she sang on
awards shows. I am sad for her daughter and
fans that she is gone, but her voice will live on
and I hope her story may help those struggling
with addictions.”
Whether it was her melisma in “I Will Always

kindle fire: REVIEW
Caitlin Wilson
E ditor in chief

I must admit that uponApple’s announcement of the first iPad,I was slightly cynical of
the idea of a tablet.Why,I wondered,would I
spend upward of $500 on a tablet when my
computer does everything a tablet does and
more?
Cue Amazon’s Kindle Fire.
Some spent their J-term struggling
through astronomy or watching endless
hours of “The Vampire Diaries.” I spent
half of J-term trying my wingmate’s
Kindle Fire, grilling others who had the
tablets on what they liked and didn’t like
and reading reviews of Amazon’s latest
venture. The other half I spent playing
Words with Friends on my very own
Kindle Fire.
I caved, and I don’t think I’ll ever
regret it. As with all technology, though,
the Kindle Fire comes with its own set
of pros and cons. Let me enlighten you,
in case you are — like I was — unsure of
the tablet trend.

Pros

Cons

–The price: As college students, we don’t
have much money to spend on luxury items.
Buying the $200 Fire rather than the $500
iPad is a no-brainer, especially considering
both tablets essentially do the same thing.
–The basics: Check your email. Surf the
Web. Read a book. Download the Bible for
chapel. Get your magazine subscriptions on
it. Take notes. Check an item off your to-do
list, or sync your Google calendar with it.
The Kindle Fire and the many apps available will do the basics and more.
–Amazon Prime: With the purchase of
a Fire, you’ll receive a free month of Amazon Prime. This means you’ll have access to
thousands of instant TV shows and movies,
free two-day shipping and the Kindle Lending Library.
–Amazon Cloud: Amazon Cloud allows
a user to store Amazon-purchased movies,
music and books in his or her online Cloud
rather than clog the 8GB of memory on the
Fire. If you didn’t purchase music through
Amazon but still want it on your Fire, you
can transfer your files from your computer
to your tablet with a USB cord.
–Apps: All of the essential apps, like Angry
Birds, Solitaire and Words with Friends, are
available for the Kindle Fire. Plus, Amazon
offers a different free app every day.

–No camera: Amazon’s first version of the
Kindle Fire doesn’t include a camera, which
would be handy for those of us still without
smart phones. Then again, the original iPad
didn’t have a camera, either, but Apple was
smart enough to add a camera to the iPad 2.
Let’s hope Amazon does the same to the next
version of Fires.
–Limited apps: Android applications
specifically formatted for the Fire must be
purchased through Amazon. Not all Android
apps are compatible with the Fire, and the
Amazon app store has some serious catchingup to do with the iTunes App Store. However, you can supposedly reformat the Fire
to accept all Android apps . . . if you’re willing to risk a complicated back-door way of
reformatting.
–Glitches and the battery: After a month
of using my Fire, I’ve noticed a few glitches
when the screen will freeze for a few seconds
as the Fire works to catch up with what I
want it to do. These glitches have been few
and far between, though. The battery also
lasts for about eight hours, compared to the
iPad 2’s advertised 10 hours.
–Accessories: Though the low price may
be a driving force behind the Fire advertising,
what most people don’t take into account
are the accessories for the Fire. The aver-

age leather case for a Fire costs about
$40, and screen protectors will empty
your pockets of $10. But if you have the
choice between dumping your Fire in your
backpack, carrying it in the original box
or shelling out another $50 to keep it in
pristine condition, choose the extra money
rather than risk a pencil scratching the
screen in your bag.
Amazon’s Kindle Fire isn’t perfect, but it
comes with special perks and can hold its own
against the iPad or the Nook. Your wallet will
thank you, and I think you will also find tablets
are handier than you initially thought. So with
that, I challenge you to a game of Words with
Friends.

REVIEW
‘the elephant man’
John Merrick is one of the kindest souls London
has never known. He reads the Bible every day,
keeps a picture of his mother with him at all times
and is a good person at heart. Merrick should be
a respected and well-liked figure. There is one
problem: He’s the Elephant Man. Born with
horrible disfigurements that vaguely resemble
an elephant, he is rejected by society and viewed
as a freak. Director David Lynch tells Merrick’s
heartbreaking story in the 1980 film “The Elephant
Man.”
The setting is London in the 1880s. Frederick
Treves (Anthony Hopkins), a surgeon at the
London Hospital, discovers John Merrick (John
Hurt) at a Victorian freak show. Overcome with
pity and fascination at the sight of Merrick,
Treves takes him back to the hospital for further
study. His colleagues think Merrick is mentally
challenged, but Treves suspects something more
(“pray to God he’s an idiot,” he mutters to one
friend). Treves’s prayer is futile. When Treves
discovers the compassion and humanity hidden

inside the Elephant Man, his life
David
is changed dramatically.
cop y
“The Elephant Man” is a movie
of moments, not plot. David
Lynch films the movie as a study on human beauty
and the cruelty mankind has for those who are
different. Lynch is not interested in facts; John
Merrick (in real life Joseph Merrick) could never
talk as well as he could in this film. He was not
treated as inhumanely by his master. But what
Lynch does is replace the facts with moments that
evoke true human emotion.
One of the most powerful scenes in the film is
when Treves first sees the Elephant Man. The
camera zooms up to Treves’ face and a single
teardrop comes down. Hopkins does a brilliant
job with this. Is he crying because of the shock of
seeing Merrick, or is it in pity at his condition?
Does he truly feel sorry for this lonely human
being? It is up to the viewer to decide.
Other scenes linger in the mind: the revelation
of Merrick’s compassion and intelligence when

he recites Psalm 23; his reading
of
“Romeo and Juliet” with a
editor
sympathetic actress; and being
overcome by emotion when he
meets Treves’ beautiful wife. Hurt, under tons of
makeup, brings sympathy and understanding to
the Elephant Man. We feel for this character, and
we can understand his longing for acceptance. This
acceptance eventually will lead to his own demise
in a scene Lynch directs with his trademark
surrealism.
The film is peppered with memorable exchanges.
“Can you cure me?” Merrick says questionably to
Treves. Merrick says the line in a half-knowing
way; the audience feels that Merrick knows the
answer. After Treves says that sadly, no, he cannot
be cured, Merrick accepts his fate: “I thought not.”
In the end he says, “I am not afraid of myself.”
Despite all the wonderful performances, “The
Elephant Man” has its flaws. Lynch cannot seem to
decide if the picture should be wholly conventional.
He throws in elements that seem to contradict

seaman

the realism of the film, such as the myth of the
Elephant Man’s birth. There are also some missed
chances. In the middle of the picture, Treves feels
like he has used Merrick. Sitting alone in his house,
he mutters vaguely to his wife, “Am I good man or a
bad man?” While an interesting concept, it is never
really fleshed out; this is Merrick’s film, not Treves’.
These flaws, along with some unnecessary scenes
in the end, take away from the film only slightly.
The acting and dialogue is superb, with Hopkins
and Hurt giving extraordinary performances.
Supporting actors like Sir John Gielgud and Anne
Bancroft also brighten the black-and-white picture.
The most memorable scene (“I am not an animal
. . . I am a human being!”) is as heartbreaking as
it was 30 years ago. Despite some hiccups, Lynch
directs with purpose and emotion.
“The Elephant Man” is a great film not just
for its performances but for its examinination of
the human condition. We may not look like John
Merrick, but at times we can certainly feel like him.
That is the true success of this underrated film.
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DESIGNED TO THRIVE
Rachel Vachon
A & E E ditor

For many students, the time following
college looms ominously on the horizon.
Regardless of major, questions about
what to pursue, how to find a job and
what it takes to succeed are a frightening and exciting reality. For art majors,
a future career in the field can even
seem impossible.
On Monday, art majors will have
the opportunity to be encouraged by
the stories and experience of three
speakers at the 2012 Art Careers
Symposium: Getting a Job in Art. The
speakers are illustrator and designer
Wayne Brezinka, photographer Richard Conde and Cheryll Wassenaar,
Associate Professor at the Sam Fox
School of Washington University in
St. Louis. The symposium will be held
from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. in Rupp’s Mitchell
Theatre, with lunch provided. Even
students who are not art majors are
encouraged to attend.
The symposium will be an opportunity for students to ask questions,
network, learn from the speakers’
expertise and gain new insight into
potential careers. The event is designed
to help students realize that their
dreams and goals for the future are
attainable and realistic.
“You have to be hungry, you have to
be really dedicated, you have to be willing not to quit, you have to want it, you
know, and not that that’s enough, but
that’s a big part of it,” said Associate
Professor of Art Jonathan Bouw.
Students will also learn how to
thrive, not just survive, in the industry. By learning how others have done
it, they will acquire tips necessary for
getting a job.
“To be a designer, to work commercially, to be a photographer, I’m sure to
work in media of any kind, you have to
step up your game when you’re entering the industry now, you really do,”
Bouw said. “You have to be memorable.
If you’re not memorable, then people
don’t know who you are.”
Bouw hopes students will come away
from the symposium with new ideas, as
well as directional encouragement they
can implement into their lives.

Cheryl Wassenaar is a visual artist
who explores the function of text in
a hybrid practice of painting, sculpture and design. She works primarily with found commercial signage,
repurposing the discarded wood into
visual metaphors of communication
that borrow from the language of
modernist painting and contemporary advertising. Her latest body
of work uses sign maker’s vinyl for
site-specific work, often collaborating with a writer or poet.
Wassenaar earned her BFA from
Calvin College in Grand Rapids,
Mich., and her MFA from the University of Cincinnati. Her work is
exhibited nationally and internationally, asolo exhibitions. Her corporate
collections include Fidelity Investments in Boston; Steelcase, Inc. in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.; and the Urban Institute of Contemporary Art in Grand
Rapids, Mich. Her work was featured
on three book covers and selected for
Studio Visit 2009 and the quarterly
Midwest 2002: New American Painters, published by Open Studios Press.
Wassenaar is currently represented
by LongView Gallery in Washington,
D.C. She serves as associate professor in the Sam Fox School of Design
& Visual Arts at Washington University in St Louis, Mo.

As an illustrator and contributing
artist, Brezinka has been commissioned by The New York Times,
Neiman Marcus, the Johnny Cash
family, The Washington Post, Robert Plant, Alison Krauss and the
Chicago Tribune. Wayne has also
illustrated many ads, posters,
music packaging and consumer
packaging, and he is always looking for new venues for his work.
His illustrations have appeared in

News feed
or news-fed?
Alex Mellen
copy editor

Do you remember the viral Facebook
However, a solution to avoid spreadposts about how you might have to
ing false news is simple: Don’t repost
pay to use Facebook? Or the time posts
something you aren’t sure about.
about Steve Jobs’ death flooded your
“I would advise college students
news feed — a month before he actu- to filter their information and think
ally died?
through it logically,” said senior Julia
When something important happens, Berger, former co-editor in chief of The
it spreads on Facebook faster than the
Echo. “Not everything is true, and stucommon cold. But how trustworthy is
dents should take the step to confirm
Facebook? Your friend, who is prob- that what they’re reading is true.”
ably just repeating someone else’s post,
Berger also said she evaluates
didn’t witness the event.
Facebook-posted news. “I consider
According to a Pew Research study, who posted it and if it is confirmed by
“About a quarter (27 percent) of adults
other reliable news websites. I follow
say they regularly or sometimes get
multiple news organizations on Twitter
news or news
so when they
headlines
are all updatthrough Faceing the same
book, Twitter
information, it
or other social
increases the
networking
story’s credibilsites.” Pew also
ity.”
reported that 17
Junior Ryan
percent of InterDennison is
net users posted
also careful
or reposted
about what he
news on a social
believes. “If
networking
I see people
website.
posting news on
This trend is becoming so popular
Facebook, I don’t assume it’s accurate,”
that some newspapers now rely solely
he said. “Generally, if I’m interested, I’ll
on Facebook to reach their online demo- Google it or check the CNN homepage.”
graphic. InVocus, a media research
Following news outlets doesn’t have
website, reported that papers in at
to be extra work, either. FOX News,
least six states have switched from
The New York Times, NPR and Yahoo!
hosting a company website to updat- News have well-followed Facebook
ing only a Facebook page for online
pages as well as Facebook applications.
patrons. Reasons for doing this include
In an information-based world, news
being able to reach readers faster and
is everywhere. We blog it, tweet it and
connect to new readers, according to
post it — and few ways exist to sepaeditors and publishers who made the
rate fact from fiction.
move.
“The challenge with social media is
Tactics like these allow news orga- the user still has a responsibility to
nizations to share real news where
sort fact from opinion,” Ronquist said.
people will see it. But that still leaves “We’re probably currently witnessing
plenty of room for rumors. “Content
the ‘Wild West Days’ of social media
generated by newspaper organizations
and the Internet, where there are very
. . . goes through an editing and vet- few constraints. I suspect this is going
ting process, where content generated
to change in the future . . . .”
by casual Facebook posters . . . typiUntil then, if 30 of your Facebook
cally does not go through,” said Neal
friends post that a living dinosaur has
Ronquist, publisher of the Marion
been discovered in Africa, look it up
Chronicle-Tribune.
before you believe it.

“We blog it, tweet it
and post it — and few
ways exist to separate
fact from fiction.”

Communication Arts, Print Magazine and, most recently, the Society of Illustrators 52 in New York.
Through a unique combination of
vintage and found ephemera, collage and mixed mediums, Brezinka
creates and sculpts these items
into unique images and works of
art.
Wayne lives with his wife and
three children in Nashville, Tenn.

Richard Cond is a self-taught photographer born in New York City in 1960.
He has earned a bachelor’s and master’s
degrees from the School of Visual Arts in
New York.
In addition to being the house photographer at the Birdland Jazz Cub in New
York, he is the staff photographer for the
Jazz Museum in Harlem. His photos have
been featured in National Geographic
and were recently chosen for their permanent stock collection. His work also
has been published in all the major jazz
publications and as album cover art for
numerous record labels, most recently
“Phoebe Snow Live” for Verve Records.
Recent exhibitions include “Pandemonium” at NYCPMI (March 2011)
He describes his work as “making the
invisible visible.” His luminous black-andwhite jazz photos are a unique modern
interpretation of the jazz performer art,
evoking the classic feel and chiaroscuro of
the jazz photography of Herman Leonard
and Francis Wolff.
He is currently represented by HP Garcia gallery in New York.
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Democr atic christianit y
By

c h r i s

m a r t i n ,

s t u d e n t

C o n t r i b u t o r

Democrats are sinners, and so are Republicans.
The matter of politics is becoming a hotter issue as more Republican candidate debates are aired on television and as we creep
closer and closer to the next presidential election. I do not side
with one political party over another — ask anyone who knows
me — nor do I claim to be particularly educated in the realm of
politics. I voted for John McCain in the 2008 presidential election,
just so you know.
In politics, there are a number of different categories of issues.
There are social issues, economic issues, foreign policy issues,
environmental issues and many others. Which of these groups of
issues is most important? Can we make such a distinction? All
seem to be relevant points of concern, and I don’t see any reason
one needs to care about one group more than another.
I need to make it clear that I do not hold to one political party
or another. I agree with each party on certain issues and disagree
with each party on certain issues, and when I vote, I am not a
confident voter. Also, you need to know that it may sound like I
am attacking the Republican Party in parts of this post.
Politics and the Church (the body of Christ) and the church
(local worshiping place) have a dangerous relationship. I am not
an anarchist. I know that not having a government is not the
answer, and I know that until Jesus comes back, a theocracy is
not possible. So then, what is the Church supposed to do? What
side is the Church supposed to take in matters of politics? The
Church needs to love people regardless of their party affiliations,
and the Church needs to stop ostracizing Democrats from the body
of Christ.

This is not to say the Church should become tolerant in its
doctrine. The Church need not become tolerant of same-sex
marriage; however, it need not make a pariah of those who hold
the Democratic view in political matters. What makes me sick is
when someone in the Church says he or she is a Democrat, such a
person tends to be labeled, whether subconsciously or consciously,
as a baby-killing, greedy, homosexual-supporting tree-hugger.

What if the Church was mainly
made up of Democrats and they
saw Republicans as creationhating, war-starting, poor-hating
bigots?
Maybe the Democrat in your church is sickened by abortion and
knows that same-sex marriage is sinful, yet knows that Democrats
are more likely to pass laws maintaining God’s creation and relieve
the poor of their sufferings.
The Church needs to understand that just because someone is
a Democrat does not mean he or she supports every facet of the
party’s political views. What if the Church was mainly made up
of Democrats and they saw Republicans as creation-hating, war-

starting, poor-hating bigots? Surely Republicans in the Church
are not such people, but isn’t that what the Church often does to
Democrats: labels them based on the worst, exaggerated qualities
of their party? To the American Church: Democrats are people
too. Love them as yourself, and point each other to Christ. You’re
the Church for goodness’ sake! Stop making idols of your fallible
political leaders and spur each other on toward Christ-likeness
no matter what your view on the War in Iraq.
Republicans make up most of the Church (in the Midwest), and
politics invading the local church and the pulpit tend to ostracize
Democrats — to the point at which they wonder if they can be a
Democrat and be a Christian at the same time. How sad is that?
It has gotten to a point in much of the Church that well-meaning
followers of the risen Lord are questioning their salvation due
to their persecution for holding fast to a political party — as
if the Republican point of view is any more Christian than the
Democratic. One may think Republican viewpoints and ideologies are, at first glance, most appropriate for Christians — this
is undoubtedly due to mostly social issues. However, one could
make the argument that the economic and environmental views
of the Democratic party are more biblical.
To any church leaders that may be reading this: don’t bring your
politics to the pulpit; bring Jesus. Christ is what people need, not
a better grip on political issues. Don’t let your patriotism turn into
idolatry. Christ is bigger than America, and I think the American
Church needs to start acting like that’s the case. “There is neither
Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is no male
and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.” –Galatians 3:28

A Vow For All TU Women
Hilarie Carlson

I have to admit that on the way
back from seeing “The Vow,” I
teared up. It wasn’t because
it was a super-touching movie about marriage, but because of
garbage.
The Taylor Women’s Cabinet rented out an entire theater for
us to see “The Vow” and get a small popcorn last Tuesday night.
It was a cute movie that
upheld the very Christian value of sticking
with your spouse when
hard times come. The
not-so Christian values
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Caitlin Wilson
that I witnessed happened
after the film was
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
S tude n t C o n tributor

over. As I waited for the theater to empty out, I noticed bags and
bags of popcorn on the floor, cups of water and soda in the cup
holders and napkins everywhere. It was a mess.
As Christians we are called to be shining lights (even if the
metaphor is kind of lame). Our love shouldn’t just show itself in
not swearing or whatever other stereotypical “Christiany” things
we think we are supposed to avoid. Becoming more like Christ
should spill over into every area of our life, making us ooze out
consideration for others.
I’m not ranting here because I’m crazy about recycling (although
we should do that, too) or because I’m down on Taylor. I was just
stunned that we went to a movie where we had a great time and
we couldn’t be bothered to pick up the mess we made. It’s about
kindness and respect. My roommate and another friend of ours
stayed after the movie was over, making multiple trips to the gar-

bage can and picking up entire bags of popcorn and a nearly-full
cup of soda (about the size of a Polar Pop) off the floor.
This isn’t the only example where we Christians can do better.
How is it that waiters hate the Sunday afternoon crowd? People
after church go to restaurants where they are rude and tip poorly.
What does that say about our God? Jesus is rude and doesn’t care
about the people serving them? What does it say about us when
we leave a theatre a mess? Jesus doesn’t care about leaving a
place better than he found it? I don’t know about you, but that
isn’t the Jesus I know.
When “The Vow” ended I was satisfied with the actors’ performances, but not ours.
I want people to know that we love Jesus by the way we leave
a movie theatre, and the people at the AMC couldn’t tell it when
the Taylor women went to the “The Vow.”
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RE: Patriotic christians
Noelle Smith

There is no disconnect between
stude n t co n tributor
being a Christian
and being a proud American citizen. The idea that
being a Christian diminishes our American citizenship is ridiculous. We are no less citizens because
our faith commands us to obey God. Our society
needs government in order to exist.
States are created out of the necessity for order;
without a system of order we would disintegrate
into a state of nature, the hypothetical condition
that existed before governments. In other words,
this would be chaos. As 17th century philosopher
Thomas Hobbes wrote in “Leviathan,” “During the
time men live without a common power to keep
them all in awe, they are in that condition which
is called war; and such a war as is of every man

against every man.” People voluntarily submit
themselves to states because of the benefit of
protection from chaos. We as citizens of the state
choose to follow the laws and in return gain the
assurance of natural rights.
As Americans we are ensured fundamental rights
not because we recite a pledge but because we are
citizens. The Pledge of Allegiance is not professing
or denying anything of Christian faith, and by reciting it you are not giving up allegiance to God. In
West Virginia State Board of Education v Barnette
(1943), the Supreme Court ruled that saluting and
reciting the Pledge of Allegiance cannot be required
because it infringes the constitutional right to free
speech. Reciting the pledge is a personal decision
that cannot be legally enforced.
There is no conflict of interest in being a Chris-

tian and supporting your nation or even fighting
for your nation. According to Lt. Gen. William K.
Harrison Jr., the military’s “legitimate purpose is
to insure the peace and security of the nation from
outside aggression and in case of domestic insurrections.” Being in the military does not necessarily
mean that you are supporting the United States’
foreign policy; it means that you are protecting
her. Regardless of your personal convictions of war,
there is nothing wrong with being a Christian and
serving in the military. Christians in the military
were called into the military, just as others are
called into other professions.
Although America has made mistakes, we will
not be defined by our mistakes. As a Christian, I
am proud to be an American. And as an American,
I am proud to be a Christian.

Separation of church and state
By

k a r a

h ac k e t t

[n e ws

c o - E d i t o r]

First, the Bible does not necessarily imply, “Chris- God’s good news to those in need. If the Church Christ alone must his Church give her all, even
tians reserve the right to disregard or openly was healthy, these issues would not be as preva- her pride,” but Christians must not bury their
disobey any law that they find to be contrary to lent, and the government might not have to deal heads in the sand and point a blind finger at the
government when moral issues arise. For every
the Word of God.” Sometimes Christians must with them.
finger we point at the State, four more fingers are
disobey laws directly opposed to God’s standards,
pointing back at us as the Church.
but Christianity is not a license to waive blatantly
Christianity is about more than going to church
in the face of authority whenever we feel we have
For every finger we point
on Sunday and selfishly shutting the door on all
been wronged.
forces we deem evil to keep ourselves morally
Jesus said so himself. When spies questioned
at the State, four more
“pure.” We must be “otherworldly” in the way we
Christ about paying taxes, they attempted to
fingers are pointing back
heed and live out the commands of Christ, but like
accuse him of leading a rebellion, but he responded,
Christ,
we are missionaries in a fallen world, and
“Give back to Caesar what is Caesar’s, and to God
at us as the Church.
Christ did not commission us to keep our hands
what is God’s” (Luke 20:25). Although our first loyclean. Instead, he set the culturally-engaged
alty is to God as Christians, we must not neglect
example by healing lepers, dining with tax collecour responsibilities as Americans. Yes, we give
tors and speaking with prostitutes.
God our full selves, but that does not mean we
As you said, “The modern Church needs to seriWe must remember the American government
have to be irresponsible, unappreciative citizens.
Christians frequently expect the State to pick was not created to be as large as it has become. ously consider its relationship with the State,”
up where the Church has left off. Unfortunately, Our Founding Fathers purposely made it a sort of but that has very little to do with a self-righteous
abortion, the suppression of faith, sexual deprav- “anti-government,” checked and balanced by other denial of patriotism and has more to do with our
Church accepting the responsibility that is rightity and “a host of other sins” are the failings of forces in society (including the press).
So yes, “God alone is the perfect King, and to fully ours.
the modern Church to fulfill its calling and spread

Need a soapbox?
Become a contributor to the Opinions section!
Email Gabriel_Bain@taylor.edu for more information. Let your voice be heard.
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Taylor completes season sweep of N0. 14 IWU

Trojan sports

IN BRIEF

Photo by Eric Smith

CAPTION

Junior Casey Coons (left) and sophomore Ben Raichel (right)combined for 42 points in Tuesday’s win over Indiana Wesleyan

The Taylor men’s basketball team defeated
No. 14 Indiana Wesleyan 77-66 Tuesday night, sweeping their
conference rivals two games to none this
season.
Sophomore guard Ben Raichel came off
the bench to lead the Trojans in scoring with
a career-high 24 points, knocking down 6-7
shots and going 9-9 at the free-throw line.
“We know as bench players we have to
come in and bring energy right when we get
out there,” Raichel said. “My job is to come
in and play defense, bring energy, and make
open shots — and that’s what we did tonight.”
The teams swapped baskets in the early
goings of the first half until Taylor went
on a 16-5 run with 11:30 remaining in the
half. After tying the game at 15, Raichel
and junior guards Tommy Peller and Casey
Coons found their shooting rhythm and combined for 18 of the Trojans’ final 21 points
of the half.
The Trojans managed to hold off a Wildcat
late first-half run to take a 36-30 advantage

Bryce Marsee

contributor

MENʼS BASKETBALL
Taylor
Trojans

77 - 66

#14 IWU
Wildcats

going into halftime. Raichel and junior Nate
Kasper led the Trojans with nine points
apiece in the first half. Raichel finished the
half 3-4 from the field, and Kasper went 4-6
while pulling down seven boards.
Indiana Wesleyan began the second half
firing on a 10-4 run, tying the game at 40
just five minutes in.
Taylor answered back with a 15-6 run
of their own as they retook and stretched
the lead to 56-45 with 6:28 left in the game.
Raichel continued shooting lights out as he
shot 2-2 from behind the arc, as well as 2-2
from the charity stripe over that run.
“You have to shoot the ball with confidence
every time you have it,” Raichel said. “Once
the first few go in, the rim just keeps getting

bigger, and you just keep shooting.”
After getting up by as many as 13, the
Trojans never looked back. Hot shooting and
consistency at the free throw line down the
stretch sealed the win for Taylor.
Despite being heavily guarded, Coons
finished with 18 points while shooting
8-10 from the free throw line. Kasper and
senior Jake Burkholder each finished with
11 points apiece, while Kasper recorded a
team-high eight rebounds.
Energy off the bench played a major factor
in the game as the Trojans’ reserves outscored the Wildcats’ 35-7 in the contest.
Taylor shot 59 percent from the field in the
win while holding Indiana Wesleyan to just
45 percent shooting.
“I thought our guys did a nice job [offensively] in the zone defense,” Head Coach Paul
Patterson said. “I’m proud of them, and it’s
certainly something we can build with.”
Taylor moved to 19-10 overall and 8-9 in
the MCC with the win. The Trojans will be in
action tomorrow for senior day, as they host
No. 7 Grace. Tip-off is scheduled for 3 p.m.

MCC champs look to repeat

softball thinking nationals

February 18. Head Coach Kyle Gould says
he’s heard that date many times during the
S P O R T S E ditor
last nine months.
“Since the day we got knocked out of that [MCC] tournament, that’s
all I’ve heard about,” Gould told WMRI 860 AM Monday. “All fall, just
February 18, February 18, February 18.”
That date (tomorrow) will mark the start to the baseball team’s
season, as they will travel to Lindsey Wilson for a doubleheader
starting at 1 p.m.
In 2011 the Trojans went 35-14 overall, 21-1 in conference, won
their second straight regular season conference championship and
won an NAIA-best 24 straight games, but they failed to make it to
the NAIA National Championship Tournament, something they hope
to change this year.
Preseason No. 25 ranked Taylor has the talent and experience to do
it, with four all-conference selections, seniors Ryne Otis, Ian Nielsen
and Rhett Goodmiller, and junior Taylor Luna, returning. Otis was
also named MCC Player of the Year, and Gould earned Coach of the
Years honors in the conference.
Goodmiller will start his third year behind the dish for the Trojans,
with Otis to his right at first base. A combination of senior Michael
Nassar, sophomore Austin York, freshman Josh Degraaf and Indiana
University transfer and freshman Austin Lentz will round out the
remaining three infield spots.
Nielsen and sophomore Jordan Coffey will start in left and right
field, respectively, with junior Derek Kinzer and senior Dominic
Spadafora both seeing time in center. Luna will fill out the 10-man
lineup at DH.
On the mound, Luna and senior Travis Tomaszewski will be the
Trojans’ top returning starters. Junior Ryan Baker, who missed last
season due to an injury, will figure into the stating rotation, as well.
“I really like our team,” Gould told WMRI. “The thing I like most —
they just work at it. We start practice at 4:30, and I guarantee you at
four they are out there doing stuff. They just love to play.”
Tomorrow they’ll get their first chance.

Coming off a six-win improvement last season,
the softball team will begin its 2012 campaign
S P O R T S E ditor
tomorrow with a doubleheader at Indiana
University Southeast starting at 1 p.m.
“Our biggest goal, and will always be our biggest goal, is to get to
the national tournament,” Head Coach Brad Bowser said. “So to
win our conference tournament is our number one goal. Everything
leads to it.”
The Trojans finished last season 19-22 overall and fourth in the
MCC with a 9-7 record in conference. Bowser thinks the team can
build off last year’s progress and eclipse the program’s record of 22
wins in a season this year.
“The first 22 games or so [of 2011] we were still kinda trying to
figure out if we could play,” Bowser said. “And then the last 20
games I feel like we really made huge strides, and that’s the thing
that I really hope they step off of . . . . The biggest thing is the idea
of being confident.”
The Trojans will bring back all-conference starting pitcher junior
Holly Tomaszewski as their ace on the mound, with freshman Hannah Klebesadel figuring to fit in as the number two.
All-MCC honorable mention junior Sarah Heath, senior Laura
Strode and sophomore Caitlin Vurkorpa will see most of the time
in the outfield. Senior Alyssa Brodbeck will start her fourth year at
shortstop, with sophomore Karon Earley moving from third base
to second. Sophomore Emily Tweedy will do the majority of the
catching for Taylor.
“I really believe it doesn’t matter who we put in right now, that
they’re gonna go in and compete well for us,” Bowser said. “Everybody on this team has a role. Everybody on this team can make a
difference.”
Taylor will start the season with 10 games on the road before the
home opener March 7.
“The spirit of our team right now is as good as I’ve ever been around
in coaching,” Bowser said. “They want to play for each other, they
want to be successful, they want to play hard.”

Daniel Morrill

Daniel Morrill

Baseball 0-0 (0-0)

Softball 0-0 (0-0)

results
Season not yet started

results
Season not yet started

Schedule
02/18 at Trevecca Nazarene (DH) 1 p.m.

Schedule
02/18 at Indiana University
Southeast (DH) 1 p.m.

review
See article for season
preview.

review
See article for season
preview.

Men’s Basketball
19-10 (8-9)

Women’s Basketball 17-12 (7-10)

results
02/11 versus Huntington
L, 57-67
02/14 at Indiana Wesleyan
W, 77-66

results
02/11 at Huntington L,
51-63
02/15 versus Indiana Wesleyan L, 60-62

Schedule
02/18 at Grace 3 p.m.
02/21 MCC Tournament
Quarterfinals TBA

Schedule
02/18 at Grace 1 p.m.
02/21 MCC Tournament
Quarterfinals TBA

review
Before topping Indiana
Wesleyan on Tuesday, the
men’s basketball team fell
to Huntington 57-67 Saturday afternoon. The Trojans
trailed by 20 at the half but
managed to cut the lead to
five with 7:16 to play before a late Forester surge
sealed the victory. Junior
Casey Coons led Taylor
with 16 points while fellow
junior Nate Kasper poured
in 12 points and pulled
down a team-leading seven
rebounds. See article for
Tuesday’s recap.

review
Before losing a nail-biter
to Indiana Wesleyan on
Wednesday, the women’s
basketball team lost a 5163 decision to Huntington
Saturday. After trailing
by 17 at the break, Taylor
opened the second half on
a 9-0 run, but never got any
closer as Huntington went
on to shoot 46 percent from
the field in the final period.
Junior Erika Redweik and
sophomore Kelsey Bryant
led the Trojans in scoring
with 12 points each. See
article for Wednesday’s
recap.

Men’s
Indoor Track

Women’s
Indoor Track

results
02/11 at Indiana Wesleyan
Invitational, no team score
recorded

results
02/11 at Indiana Wesleyan
Invitational, no team score
recorded

Schedule
02/18 at DePauw Indoor
Classic 11 a.m.

Schedule
02/18 at DePauw Indoor
Classic 11 a.m.

review
The men’s track team
continued a strong start
to the season by winning
four events at the Indiana
Wesleyan Invitational Saturday. Sophomore Jeremy
Cutshaw took first in the
triple jump while junior
Cerio Rolle won the 600
meter run for the second
straight week. Freshman
Jared Reed won the 1000
meter run and was joined
by Rolle, Cutshaw and
junior Kyle Anderson in
winning the 400 meter
relay. Junior Corbin Slater
finished second in the 3000
meter run with a time of
9:08.49.

review
Two wins and an NAIA
Championship-qualifying
time highlighted the
women’s track team at Indiana Wesleyan Invitational
Saturday. Freshman Elaine
Schmeltz won the 3000
meter run while seniors
Stephanie Kenney, LaJoya
Smith, Amy Malinowski
and sophomore Erin Price
won the 400 meter relay.
Kenney, Schmeltz and
freshmen Allison Stienbeck
and Jenna Norris qualified for the NAIA National
Indoor Championships with
a second-place distance
medley relay time of
12:51.44.

No. 1 Wildcats edge trojans in final minutes

60 - 62

#1 IWU

Wildcats
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Taylor Trojans

Junior Casey Coons (left) and sophomore Ben Raichel (right)combined for 42 points in
Tuesday’s win over Indiana Wesleyan

The Taylor women’s basketball team came just
short against top-ranked Indiana Wesleyan
Wednesday night, falling 62-60 in a tightly
contested affair in Odle Arena.
The Trojans honored senior Morgan McLeish in a pregame ceremony as a part of Senior Night, but once the game started, junior
forward Erika Redweik took charge for Taylor. Redweik finished with
22 points as the Trojans continually passed the ball into the paint and
attacked the Wildcats’ inside.
“Our goal tonight was to get as many shots as we could inside,”
Head Coach Tena Krause said. “Erika’s been playing well in practice
recently, so we wanted to get the ball into her hands, and obviously
she did great tonight.”
In a game that featured 11 ties and 15 lead changes, sophomore
forward Shayna Wood scored in the paint to knot the game at 54 with
just over two minutes to play.
However, the tie did not last long as the No. 1 team in the country
responded with a three-pointer from the corner to take the lead for
good with 1:08 left.
Down by four, Taylor had one last chance when junior guard
Tess Rudolph was fouled on a three-pointer with 14 seconds to play.
Rudolph sank the first two free throws, then missed the third shot
on purpose as the Trojans went for the offensive rebound. Rudolph’s
shot missed the rim and resulted in a turnover to the Wildcats, who
sealed the game at the line.
Despite the loss, Krause was very encouraged by the Trojans’ performance. “I hate losing to [Indiana] Wesleyan, but I’m proud of how
hard my ladies fought tonight. They came out with a lot of will and
a lot of passion, and tonight they played them down to the buzzer.”
Junior forward Erin Guarneri chipped in 10 points and collected 10
rebounds to claim her eighth double-double of the season. Wood scored
12 points and pulled down four rebounds for the Trojans.
Taylor (17-12, 7-10) outscored the Wildcats in the paint by a margin
of 43-31 and outrebounded Indiana Wesleyan (27-2, 16-1) by a total of
31-29. The Trojans scored 14 second-chance points compared to just
two second-chance points for the Wildcats.
The Trojans shot 48.1 percent (26-54) from the field but went 0-6
on three-point attempts. The Trojans held Indiana Wesleyan to 41.3
percent (19-46) shooting from the field, including 5-15 from threepoint range. Discounting Rudolph’s intentinal miss, Taylor was a
perfect 8-8 from the free-throw line while the Wildcats made 19-26
attempts from the line.
Taylor will complete its regular season at No. 24 Grace Saturday
at 1 p.m.
“The game on Saturday is going to be huge for us. We need to come
out with the same fire and determination as we did tonight,” Krause
said. “They’re a very seasoned team, so we need to rebound back from
the emotions of tonight’s game and give it our best shot.”

NICK VAN HEEST

SPORTS WRITER
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WOMENʼS BASKETBALL

Athlete of the week

Randy Magnuson
Year:

Senior

hometown:

Aurora, IL

Location on
campus:

Off-campus (The
Beach House)

Nicknames:

Beans, Beanie
Baby, Green Beans,
Baked Beans,
Beansaronious

Favorite pro team:

Chicago Bulls

Pre-meet meal:

Chicken alfredo

Soldier” by
Best Pump up song: “Walkin’
The Inevitable
Favorite DC food:

Toast and ice water

favorite sport
other than
Track:

“Dance Dance
Revolution”

favorite Taylor
Tradition:

Silent Night

Hardee’s or Love’s:

Hardee’s for sure,
especially the Monster Thickburger

favorite Movie:

“The Prestige”

